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The paper presents the results of ab initio simulation of hydrogen properties in beryllium. Both interstitial
hydrogen positions in the lattice and various hydrogen positions in a vacancy have been studied. The most
energetically favorable interstitial hydrogen configuration among the four considered high-symmetry configu-
rations is the basal tetrahedral one, in agreement with the earlier predictions. The most probable diffusion
pathway for hydrogen atoms in the bulk involves the exchange of octahedral and basal tetrahedral positions
with the effective migration energy of �0.4 eV. For hydrogen atom in a vacancy, an off-center �nearly basal
tetrahedral� configuration is definitely preferred. Addition of more hydrogen atoms to a vacancy remains
energetically favorable up to at least five hydrogen atoms, though the binding energies fall down with the
increase in the number of hydrogen atoms in the vacancy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen behavior in metals is a topic of multiple studies
due to both the interesting physical phenomena it induces
and the practical problems it causes. Among the interesting
physical effects one can mention essentially different hydro-
gen behavior in hcp metals, as compared to bcc and fcc
metals. For example, in hcp lattices noticeable amounts of
hydrogen stay in solid solution down practically to absolute
zero temperatures,1 whereas solubility of hydrogen in fcc and
bcc materials at low temperatures is almost vanishing. More-
over, the low-temperature ordering of hydrogen atoms along
the c axis seems to be a common effect in various hcp
metals.1–3 From the application-relevant point of view, the
understanding of hydrogen behavior is required in order to
minimize the often detrimental hydrogen effects on metals
�e.g., embrittlement�4 and to allow the efficient hydrogen use
in various energy storage and energy production applica-
tions.

During the last decade the experimental studies of hydro-
gen in metals have been supplemented with computational
modeling in order to reveal the atomistic details of hydrogen
behavior, such as hydrogen solubility, long range transport,
and interaction with the lattice defects. For instance, detailed
simulations of hydrogen properties are available for such hcp
metals as Y,5,6 Zr,7 and Mg �Ref. 8�; much effort has been put
in the study of various rare earths.9 In this respect, beryllium
remains investigated to extremely limited degree. The only
first-principles calculations of hydrogen parameters in Be
that we are aware of were presented a decade ago.10

Meanwhile, beryllium is an advanced material for use in
applications requiring lightweight structures. It is also seri-
ously considered as a structural and functional material for
future fusion reactors, where it can be highly charged with
hydrogen isotopes �deuterium and tritium�, through both the
direct implantation from the high-temperature plasma and
the generation in nuclear transmutation reactions. Hydrogen
isotopes are known to be efficiently trapped in
beryllium.11–18 The proper understanding of hydrogen prop-
erties in beryllium might allow finding of a way to promote

hydrogen release, which would be very beneficial from the
technological point of view. First of all, this would allow to
decrease the risk of the brittle failure of multigrain beryllium
parts during the reactor operation, which results from the
accumulation of high anisotropic internal stresses accompa-
nying the hydrogen induced or accelerated cavity
formation.19,20 Moreover, the released hydrogen, which is
generated in Be blanket of fusion reactor in the form of tri-
tium isotope, could be reused in the fuel cycle.

In order to understand the physical mechanisms of hydro-
gen accumulation and transport in beryllium and to be able
to predict the hydrogen effects on beryllium with analytical
models �e.g., Ref. 21�, one needs to know the basic hydrogen
properties, such as the solution energies of hydrogen atoms
in different possible interstitial configurations, its migration
barriers, the energies of hydrogen binding to vacancies, and
other lattice defects �small vacancy complexes, voids, dislo-
cations, etc.�. In spite of the multiple experimental studies of
hydrogen properties in Be, especially for hydrogen isotopes
�deuterium and tritium�, the accumulated experimental data
are usually characterized by a broad scatter18 and their reli-
ability is very sensitive to the proper sample handling. For
example, the predictions of the typical techniques applied for
measurements of hydrogen parameters, such as the thermal
desorption spectroscopy �TDS�, can be completely mislead-
ing if adequate precautions are not taken in order to avoid or
minimize the effect of an oxide layer, which blocks hydrogen
thermal release. Moreover, the measurement outcome is
strongly affected by hydrogen traps created during implanta-
tion so that TDS often characterizes hydrogen interaction
with traps rather than the parameters of H dissolved in the
bulk.

As a result, an accurate determination of hydrogen char-
acteristics in Be remains a challenging task. In particular, the
information on hydrogen solubility in Be remains very un-
certain and depends very much on whether the sample is
charged with hydrogen �or its isotopes� in molecular or
atomic atmosphere. According to the most often cited
study,22 hydrogen solubility in high purity Be in molecular
hydrogen environment demonstrates endothermic heat of so-
lution of 1 eV �see also Ref. 23� at temperatures above
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�400 °C but no evident temperature dependence at lower
temperatures.22 However, other experiments24,25 demon-
strated no or very weak temperature dependence of hydrogen
solubility in the broad temperature range from 300 to
1200 °C �with reported solution activation energies of 0
�Ref. 24� or 0.18 eV �Ref. 25��. On the other hand, atomic
deuterium from a plasma source was found to easily pen-
etrate Be samples with carefully eliminated surface oxide
layer.26 Such controversial behavior of hydrogen solubility in
Be is often associated with the presence of efficient hydrogen
traps. Indeed, TDS experiments indicate the presence of at
least two types of deuterium traps with detrapping energies
of 1 �Ref. 11� and 1.6–1.8 eV.11,27–29 The available experi-
mental data on hydrogen mobility mostly evidence that hy-
drogen isotopes are fast diffusers in Be, with the experimen-
tal estimates for the migration energy of 0.12–0.36
eV,23,24,29–32 though a relatively high estimate of 0.77 eV can
also be met in the literature.33

In order to get a better understanding of hydrogen prop-
erties at the atomistic level, it is a common practice to use
numerical techniques, though the simulations of defects in
beryllium are still rare. In particular, Krimmel and Fähnle10

studied energetic preference of different individual hydrogen
atom locations in bulk beryllium and inside a monovacancy
and predicted that interstitial hydrogen resides preferentially
in basal tetrahedral and octahedral positions, while hydrogen
in a vacancy lies in an off-center position in the same basal
plane, where the missing atom site is located. As we have
recently demonstrated for a monovacancy in Be,34 the sizes
of the computational cell used by Krimmel and Fähnle10 �i.e.,
8 to 54 lattice sites for interstitial hydrogen and 36 sites for
hydrogen in a vacancy� are too small to provide accurate
numbers. Nonetheless, the qualitative predictions of Ref. 10
remain mostly unchanged by the more detailed calculations
of this work.

Here we report the results of ab initio calculations for
hydrogen atoms in both interstitial positions and inside va-
cancies in a 96-atom beryllium supercell �SC�. We also
check here a possibility for a monovacancy to collect more
than one hydrogen atom, as prompted by an off-center loca-
tion of individual hydrogen atoms in a vacancy.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

The calculations in the framework of the density-
functional theory �DFT� approach have been performed us-
ing VASP code35 with the generalized gradient approximation
�GGA�, which is known36 to describe the bulk and surface
properties of beryllium better than another widespread ap-
proximation for exchange-correlation energy: the local den-
sity approximation �LDA�. Only two electrons per atom were
considered explicitly, while the effect of 1s2 electrons was
represented by ultrasoft Vanderbilt potential implemented in
VASP. In the literature one can encounter more sophisticated
simulations of Be properties, where all four electrons of Be
atom are treated explicitly �e.g., Ref. 37�, but we do not
expect the explicit treatment of 1s2 electrons to notably af-
fect the results, having in mind that the ionization energy of
the third electron from Be atom ��154 eV� is much higher

than those for 2s2 electrons ��9.3 and �18.2 eV for the first
and the second ones, respectively�. During structural optimi-
zation, atoms were allowed to relax until the residual forces
fell below 0.01 eV /Å3. Brillouin-zone sampling of the wave
functions and charge density was done using the gamma-
centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid.38 The computation
cell size, the k-space sampling grid density, and the energy
cutoff were selected based on the earlier detailed total cell
energy convergence analysis, as described in Ref. 34.

The migration barriers for interstitial hydrogen in the bulk
were estimated using the nudged elastic band �NEB�
technique,39,40 as implemented in VASP, and the drag
method.41 The discussion of weak and strong sides of both
techniques can be found in, e.g., Ref. 42, but under proper
implementation both should give practically the same barrier
values. This was the case also in the current case, though the
drag method allowed better profiling of the migration barrier
shape than NEB.

Having in mind the necessity to simulate point defect
properties, the size of the supercell had to be selected as
sufficiently big in order to minimize the interaction of de-
fects with their images, as imposed by periodic boundary
conditions. Our earlier calculations for a monovacancy34

demonstrate that the use of small supercells results in quite
noticeable overestimation of the vacancy formation energy.
On the other hand, in order to reach the total energy conver-
gence in a 96-atom SC with a vacancy, the energy cutoffs of
at least 550–600 eV and at least �9,9,9� k-point sampling grid
were necessary. Further refinement of the computational out-
put requires the increase in the supercell size up to at least
200 atoms without relaxing the restrictions on the energy
cutoff and k-point sampling grid, which presently consumes
too much computational resources for a systematic study in-
volving many different defect configurations. As the differ-
ence between the converged estimate of the vacancy forma-
tion energy and the value obtained for 96-atom SC was less
than 0.1 eV,34 here we restrict ourselves to the 96-atomic SC,
the energy cutoff of 575 eV, and �9,9,9� k-point sampling
grid as a reasonable compromise between the supercell size
and the computational efficiency. A check of the sensitivity
of configuration energies of two stable configurations of in-
terstitial hydrogen in the bulk �as discussed below� to the
k-mesh density �Fig. 1� demonstrates that �9,9,9� k-point
sampling is already close to the converged values. The hcp
beryllium lattice parameters were selected here the same as
in our earlier paper,34 namely, a=2.259 Å and c /a=1.572.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Hydrogen atoms in interstitial positions

Assuming that hydrogen atoms occupy high-symmetry
positions in the lattice, four well-known interstitial positions
are potential candidates for hydrogen atom locations �Fig.
2�a��. Two of these—tetrahedral �T� and octahedral �O�—are
located between the basal planes, while two others—basal
tetrahedral �BT� and basal octahedral �BO�—are projections
of T and O, respectively, onto a nearby basal plane. All four
locations were tested as initial configurations for molecular
static relaxation of individual hydrogen atoms.
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Only two of the initial positions turned out to be stable,
namely, BT and O. Configuration T was found to reconstruct
into BT, while BO reconstructed into O. The stable intersti-
tial hydrogen positions are essentially the same as in Ref. 10.
Krimmel and Fähnle10 proposed one more equilibrium posi-
tion located 0.02 nm above BT, which was in their calcula-
tions the final position for hydrogen atom located initially in
T configuration. The latter result seems to be an artifact of
the relaxation procedure, related to the flatness of the hydro-
gen potential energy surface close to BT position �cf. Fig.
3�a��. In our calculations of T-interstitial relaxation with the
standard residual force cutoff of 0.01 eV /Å3 such incom-
plete relaxation was also met. However, a closer inspection
of the residual forces revealed that hydrogen atom had not
yet been fully relaxed and with the decrease of the force
cutoff it continued to shift toward BT.

Table I shows the calculated hydrogen atom configura-
tional energies Ec

H defined as

Ec
H = Etot

Be+H − Etot
Be, �1�

where Etot
Be+H and Etot

Be are the total energies of simulation cells
with and without the hydrogen atom. As can be seen, BT
configuration is approximately 0.2 eV more energetically fa-

vorable than O. Comparison of this difference with that cal-
culated by Krimmel and Fähnle10 in smaller size supercells
shows quite reasonable agreement �cf. 0.17 eV for 36-atomic
and 0.15 eV for 54-atomic supercells�.

In addition to the configurational energies, Table I con-
tains estimates of the hydrogen heat of solution in the bulk
Be, US, which is the activation energy of hydrogen solution

FIG. 1. The configuration energies of hydrogen atoms located in
interstitial positions BT and O as a function of the index of �n ,n ,n�
k-point sampling mesh.

OT

BT BO

OT

BT
BO

T2

BT2

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. �a� The high-symmetry positions �marked by small black
spheres� in the bulk hcp lattice �shown with light gray spheres� used
as initial hydrogen atom locations for molecular static relaxation.
�b� Various considered initial hydrogen positions in a vacancy. Hy-
drogen position on the empty lattice site �C� is not labeled for figure
clarity.
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FIG. 3. The shapes of the hydrogen potential surface near the
equilibrium positions. �a� UBT and UO as a function of hydrogen
shift along the Z axis. �b� UBT as a function of shifts parallel to the
basal plane at different elevations z over the basal plane, as indi-
cated by different symbols: 0 �circles�, �0.45 �squares�, and
�0.9 Å �stars�. �c� Same for UO; symbol shapes indicate different
shifts from O position in Z direction: 0 �circles�, �−0.22 �triangles�,
�−0.45 �squares�, and �−0.9 Å �stars�. Closed and open symbols
in �b� and �c� correspond, respectively, to shifts along X- and
Y-coordinate axes, as indicated in the insets for corresponding con-
figurations. All curves are to guide the eyes.
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in a Be sample charged in a constant pressure and tempera-
ture hydrogen environment. In such conditions, the tempera-
ture dependence of hydrogen solubility, CS, on temperature T
is typically described by the Arrhenian curve,

CS = CS0 exp�− US/kBT� , �2�

where kB is the Boltzmann factor and the pre-exponential CS0
depends on the environmental hydrogen pressure, the sample
surface properties, and possibly on the temperature but only
weakly as compared to the exponential contribution. In other
words, US is the experimentally measurable value, which can
be related to the hydrogen atom configurational energy as

Us = Etot
Be+H − Etot

Be − Eref
H = Ec

H − Eref
H , �3�

where Eref
H is the energy of a hydrogen atom outside the

sample. For typical experiments, where hydrogen solubility
is measured in equilibrium with the high-pressure molecular
hydrogen environment, the appropriate reference energy is,
evidently, half of the energy of hydrogen molecule or, ac-
cording to our calculations in the same DFT framework,
Eref

H =−3.4 eV.
When assigning the ground-state configuration to intersti-

tial hydrogen atoms, one should not forget that hydrogen is a
light element and its total energy can include a non-
negligible contribution from zero-point vibrations43 even at
zero absolute temperature, as adopted in DFT calculations.
According to the estimates of Ref. 10, zero-point vibration
energies in interstitial sites for the lightest hydrogen isotope
�protium� can reach �0.2 eV and thus do not affect much
the absolute values of hydrogen configuration energies or the
heat of solution. However, zero-point vibration contributions
are comparable in their magnitude to the energy difference
between the two equilibrium H configurations. In such situ-
ation one cannot a priori exclude that zero-point vibration
effects would not revert the assignment of the hydrogen
ground state �cf., for example, recent calculations for fcc
palladium hydride44�. According to Ref. 10, in beryllium this
should not be the case because the zero-point vibration en-
ergies in different equilibrium positions differ by less than
0.05 eV even for the lightest hydrogen isotope �protium�.
However, the latter estimates were made for quite a small
cluster �Be8H� and on unrelaxed Be lattice. So here we have
performed a crude estimate of the zero-point vibration con-
tribution to the energies of hydrogen atoms in stable equilib-
rium positions for our computational outfit.

An accurate calculation of the zero-point hydrogen vibra-
tion energies is usually done �see, e.g., Ref. 45� in two steps.
First of all, the hydrogen potential surface in the bulk is
calculated, typically applying first-principles techniques. At

the second step, the zero-energy vibration energy is esti-
mated by solving the wave equation for hydrogen ion in the
obtained potential field. The latter is, generally, quite a com-
plicated task, but in the simplest approximation, neglecting
the anharmonicity effects, it is possible to estimate the zero-
vibration energies from the curvature of the potential surface
at the local energy minima, corresponding to the equilibrium
positions. Following this strategy, we have estimated the
shape of the hydrogen potential energy surface in the vicinity
of BT and O interstitial position. This has been achieved by
shifting hydrogen atom from its equilibrium positions along
all three Cartesian axes in the fully relaxed 96-site supercells
and calculating the total supercell energy for different hydro-
gen shifts. All beryllium atoms during this procedure were
fixed in their relaxed positions, without adiabatic adjustment
to shifted hydrogen positions. This simplification seems rea-
sonable because one should care about the zero-point vibra-
tion effects only if their contribution to the hydrogen solution
energy is sufficiently high, at least �0.1 eV. The latter value
would correspond to the zero-point hydrogen atom frequency
of �300 THz, which is too fast to be followed by the sur-
rounding beryllium atoms. The calculated output data are
presented in Fig. 3.

For BT position the potential energy profile in the c-axis
direction varies little up to the shift of �0.6 Å, after which
it grows sharply due to the approach to a beryllium atom in
the neighboring basal plane. On the other hand, one can
hardly expect that hydrogen atom would shift much in the z
direction because such a shift involves the reversal of the
energy extremum sense from minimum to maximum �cf.
curve for z�0.9 Å in Fig. 3�b�� and the hydrogen atom
would simply drift away from BT position. On the other
hand, at smaller z-shifts the whole potential surface can be
nicely approximated by polynomials of maximum sixth order
for all Cartesian coordinates. In fact, the inclusion of the
anharmonic terms is required mostly for the accurate descrip-
tion of potential profile closer to neighboring atoms and
saddle points, while for the shifts within 0.3 Å from the BT
position the potential, UBT, is nicely fit by purely harmonic
function,

UBT�r,z� = UBT�0� + 4.7r2 + 0.57z2, �4�

where r and z stand, respectively, for the shifts parallel to the
basal plane and normal to it, the distance units are Ång-
ströms, UBT�0� is the energy of H atom in BT position, and
the energies are measured in electron volts.

In contrast to BT, the octahedral position allows unhin-
dered hydrogen movement both in the basal plane and along
the c axis. The movement along the c axis is confined within
the neighboring basal planes, while the positions on the basal
plane �BO� are, in fact, saddle points. As can be seen in Fig.
3�c�, the barrier for transition O-BO without the accompany-
ing relaxation of Be atoms is 0.93 eV, which is more than
50% higher than the real migration barrier along this trajec-
tory. For fixed z values, the main contribution to the variation
in the potential, UO, is given by quadratic term, while anhar-
monic terms are negligible up to in-plane shifts of at least
0.4 Å, though the factors before r2 depend, naturally, on z.

TABLE I. The calculated configurational energy Ec
H and heat of

solution US of hydrogen in stable interstitial positions in beryllium
lattice.

Configuration Ec
H �eV� US �eV�

BT −1.82 1.58

O −1.61 1.79
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In the very close vicinity of the equilibrium position the
harmonic approximation for the potential is

UO�r,z� = UO�0� + 1.4r2 + 2.0z2, �5�

where UO�0� is the energy of H atom in octahedral position
and other notations and units are as in Eq. �4�.

Using relations �4� and �5�, one easily obtains the esti-
mates for hydrogen zero-point vibration energies. For the
lightest isotope, protium, in BT and O positions the resulting
values are 0.23 and 0.17 eV, respectively, in agreement with
the earlier estimates.10 For heavier hydrogen isotopes the
contribution of zero-point vibrations additionally decreases,
e.g., the corresponding values for tritium atoms are 0.13 and
0.1 eV. As can be seen, the account of zero-point vibration
energies decreases the energy difference between BT and O
positions from 0.2 down to 0.14 eV but does not change the
qualitative conclusion that BT position is the ground state for
interstitial hydrogen.

The prediction of the BT configuration as the ground-state
hydrogen position and the instability of T configuration dis-
tinguish beryllium from the other hcp metals, where both
experimental �e.g., Refs. 46 and 47� and theoretical5–8 esti-
mates indicate that T position is not only stable but is the
dominant hydrogen location �except cobalt, where octahedral
position is preferred48�. On the other hand, octahedral con-
figuration is generally found to be also stable in hcp metals
and, like in the case of Be, is only slightly less energetically
favorable as compared to the dominant one �by
�0.02–0.07 eV in Zr,7 �0.13 eV in Y,5 and �0.17 eV in
Mg �Ref. 8��.

The reason for O and BT positions being preferable for
hydrogen atom accommodation can be understood when one
looks at the electron-density distribution in the vicinity of
hydrogen atoms. As can be seen in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, the
positive charge of the hydrogen ion is efficiently screened by
the increase of electron density in its immediate vicinity �the
complete proton charge compensation is provided by elec-
tron density located within a sphere of �0.77 Å radius from
H+ ion for both equilibrium locations� so that hydrogen dis-
solved in Be lattice looks more like an atom than like a bare
proton. A neutral interstitial atom should tend to occupy the
biggest available interstitial holes in order to minimize the
repulsion from the nearby lattice atoms. From this point of
view the location of well-screened proton in octahedral hole
looks to be very reasonable. Figure 5�a� demonstrates that
even an octahedral hole is insufficient to fully accommodate
hydrogen atom, and its insertion into O position is accompa-
nied with the outward relaxation of six neighboring Be at-
oms. Corresponding increase in the distance between the O
position and its Be neighbors constitutes nearly 4.5%. On the
other hand, the insertion of hydrogen atom into BT position
causes primarily the relaxation of a triangle of its nearest
neighbors in the basal plane, which expands by nearly 13%
�Fig. 5�b��. Yet, in spite of such noticeable local lattice dis-
tortion, hydrogen in BT position is energetically more favor-
able than in O position. A possible reason for that can be the
fact that the electron density in the bulk Be lattice is notice-
ably higher in BT positions than anywhere else in the lattice
�Fig. 4�c��, and hence the screening of a proton in this posi-

tion is easier than in locations with low electron density. We
thus see that the energetic proficiency of locating hydrogen
atom in that or other high-symmetry position is determined
by a competition between the repulsion from nearby Be at-
oms and the electron-density localization.

An interesting feature of the electronic energy distribution
around hydrogen atoms in BT configuration �Fig. 4�b�� is the
pronounced increase in electronic density in BT positions
around H atom in the same basal plane. Having in mind that

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. �Color online� The distribution of electron density near
H atom in positions �a� O and �b� BT and in the �c� bulk Be super-
cell. In order to give a better feeling for hydrogen atom location, the
visible nearest neighbors of hydrogen atoms are shown connected
with virtual bonds. The planes in each figure show the charge-
density distribution within basal planes �in each subfigure the
lighter shade means higher electron density; shading intensities of
different subfigures are uncorrelated�. Also shown are the charge-
density isosurfaces corresponding to 0.31e− /Å3 in �a� and �b� and to
0.29e− /Å3 in �c�.

2.58

2.40

2.64

2.27

1.49

2.55 (2.26)

1.47 (1.3)

2.34 (2.26)

1.63 (1.56)

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5. Lattice relaxation patterns around an interstitial hydro-
gen atom in positions �a� O and �b� BT and around an interstitial
pair in �c� BT positions. Light spheres represent beryllium atoms
and small darker spheres—hydrogen atoms. Black points in �b� and
�c� denote positions of corresponding lattice sites and BT positions.
Numbers at bonds indicate their lengths in relaxed supercells �in
Ångströms�; numbers in parentheses—the same lengths in the bulk
Be supercell.
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the electron density increase promotes the capture of hydro-
gen ions, it might be speculated that positioning two hydro-
gen atoms in neighboring BT positions would result in addi-
tional energy gain. Our calculations indicate, however, that
this is not the case. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 5�c�, the
elastic distortion of the lattice near a hydrogen pair is more
pronounced than in the case of individual hydrogen atoms.
As a result, the energy of hydrogen atom pair in the nearby
BT positions is 0.17 eV higher than the sum of energies of
two isolated hydrogen atoms. In other words, hydrogen at-
oms in the same basal plane tend to avoid each other. For
comparison, according to our calculations a pair of hydrogen
atoms in neighboring O and BT positions practically does
not interact.

The two equilibrium configurations of a hydrogen atom
are such that the most probable jumps are either between
neighboring BT and O positions or between two O neighbors
along the c axis. Tracing the diffusion jump trajectories with
the help of both the nudged elastic band and the drag ap-
proaches, we could find that the jump from position O to
position BT involved the energy barrier of �0.16 eV, while
the reverse barrier is �0.38 eV �Fig. 6�. The O-O jump
along the c axis is characterized by the energy barrier of
�0.6 eV. All the barrier estimates are with respect to the
directly calculated hydrogen equilibrium energies and do not
take into account possible zero-point energy corrections.

In addition, we have checked a “direct” jump between
two nearby BT positions so that the jump trajectory would
remain completely in the basal plane. In this case the result-
ing jump trajectory consisted of two straight segments con-
necting BT positions with the intervening BO position �a
saddle point� and the migration barrier slightly exceeded 0.8
eV. Summing up, the principal migration pathway for a hy-
drogen atom is the sequence of jumps between BT and O
positions with the apparent migration barrier of �0.38 eV.
This value nicely correlates with some available experimen-

tal data, e.g., with the migration barrier value of 0.36 eV
measured in Refs. 23 and 30.

The dominant hydrogen migration mechanism in Be looks
to be very similar to that predicted for other hcp metals,
where diffusion jumps follow preferentially the T-O-T tra-
jectory. Even the calculated hydrogen migration barriers are
very similar to those we find for Be, namely, �0.41 �Zr �Ref.
7�� and �0.46 eV �Y �Ref. 5�� for jumps from T to neigh-
boring O site and �0.7 eV �Zr �Ref. 7�� and �0.85 eV �Y
�Ref. 5�� for direct O-O jumps along the c axis. These cal-
culated values are in good agreement with the experimental
estimates for activation energy of hydrogen diffusion in Zr
and Y, which demonstrate notably less scattering than in be-
ryllium.

In estimating the hydrogen mobility it should be remem-
bered that the classical expression for the diffusion coeffi-
cient in terms of Arrehnian temperature dependence is valid
only for temperatures above approximately half the Debye
temperature, while at the lower temperatures quantum cor-
rections noticeably influence hydrogen mobility.49 The De-
bye temperature for beryllium is quite high and so the quan-
tum corrections can be neglected only above �200 °C,
which, however, can be relevant e.g. for the operation of
beryllium components of fusion reactors.

B. Hydrogen atom in a vacancy

According to earlier predictions,10 vacancies in Be are
efficient traps for hydrogen atoms. Indeed, a hydrogen atom
on an interstitial position causes noticeable elastic strain in
the surrounding lattice. The energy of elastic relaxation can
be essentially decreased when the hydrogen atom is placed in
a relatively big hole provided by a vacancy �in what follows
we mean by vacancy the empty space up to the first nearest
neighbors of the vacant site rather than the vacant site itself�.
In this study we have relaxed a hydrogen atom starting from
seven initial positions, as shown in Fig. 2�b�. Mostly these
positions are the same as in the bulk, and thus nearly the
same notation is used. The additional positions arise because
�i� some of the positions that were equivalent in the bulk are
no more equivalent in the vicinity of the vacant site and �ii�
the hydrogen atom can occupy the vacant site itself �C posi-
tion�.

The resulting final configuration energies of hydrogen at-
oms and their binding energies to the vacancy are summa-
rized in Table II. The binding energy of hydrogen atom is
defined here as compared to its most energetically favorable
position in the bulk,

FIG. 6. �Color online� The activation energy profiles for hydro-
gen jumps between different neighbor positions estimated using the
drag method �transition O→O along the c axis� or nudged elastic
band technique �two other jumps�. The shifts are measured as pro-
jections of the trajectory points onto the line connecting the starting
and the final positions of the jump. The dashed lines are to guide the
eyes.

TABLE II. The calculated hydrogen energies in equilibrium lo-
cations inside a vacancy.

Configuration Ec
VH �eV� Eb

VH �eV�

BT 1.51 1.27

T2 1.67 1.12

C a 2.67 0.12

aUnstable equilibrium.
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Eb
VH = Etot

Be+H + Etot
Be+V − Etot

Be − Etot
Be+VH = Ec

H + Ec
V − Ec

VH,

�6�

where Etot
Be+X and Ec

X are, respectively, the total energy of the
beryllium supercell with the defect and the defect configura-
tional energy; X denotes here the defect configuration-
interstitial hydrogen in BT position �X=H�, an isolated va-
cancy �X=V�, and a hydrogen atom inside the vacancy �X
=VH�. The configurational energy of the vacancy for the
same computation parameters as those used here, Ec

V

=4.6 eV, has been calculated in our previous work.34

Only two of the considered positions were found to cor-
respond to the local energy minima, namely, BT and T2,
with BT being �0.15 eV more favorable. The fact that hy-
drogen atom in a vacancy is located in an off-center �BT�
position agrees with the earlier predictions.10 Hydrogen atom
in the octahedral position is, in contrast to the bulk, unstable
and relaxes to the nearby T2. Configurations BO and BT2
also relax to a nearby T2, while T relaxes into BT. Hydrogen
located initially exactly on the vacant site �configuration C�
did not move from its original position during the lattice
relaxation run, but this was only due to its high symmetry.
The C-configuration energy is nearly 1.2 eV higher than that
of BT configuration and the equilibrium is unstable. In fact, a
small shift of hydrogen atom from C position sufficed to
promote its relaxation toward the nearest energy minimum.

It is interesting to compare the electron-density distribu-
tion in a vacancy and the lattice relaxation around equilib-
rium H positions inside vacancy with those for a pure va-
cancy in the bulk. The elastic relaxation pattern of V-H
complex, as shown in Fig. 7, demonstrates a clear qualitative
difference from that around a pure vacancy �cf. Fig. 4 in Ref.
34�. While the neighboring atoms of a pure vacancy shift
slightly toward the empty site, the addition of a hydrogen
atom in either BT or T2 position changes the elastic relax-
ation close to the hydrogen atom to the outward one. Note
also that in the case of axially symmetric T2 configuration
the symmetry of the atomic ring around the vacancy in the
basal plane decreases to C3, like for a hydrogen-free
vacancy.34

As can be seen in Fig. 8�a�, the electronic density distri-
bution inside a vacancy in the bulk Be demonstrates well-
pronounced depletion in the center of the vacancy, which

means that the central part of a vacancy is not an attractive
place for a proton. On the other hand, the hydrogen atom
shift toward the vacant site �by �20% and �24% of ideal
distances from a lattice site to nearby BT and T2 positions,
respectively� decreases the elastic energy associated with the
lattice relaxation near hydrogen atoms. As a result, the com-
petition of the electronic and elastic contributions to the hy-
drogen atom energy keeps the hydrogen atoms at the periph-
ery of the vacancy volume. Note also the asymmetric
distribution of electron charge density around hydrogen at-
oms, where the “center of mass” of the electron cloud around
the hydrogen ion is shifted away from the vacant site �Figs.
8�b� and 8�c��.

Finally, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that the vacancy presence
increases the electron density in some positions in the imme-
diate vicinity of the vacancy, in particular in two tetrahedral
interstitial sites located on the c axis passing through the
vacancy and, to a lesser extent, in BT positions in the basal
planes neighboring to the basal plane with the vacancy.

C. Several hydrogen atoms in a vacancy

The preferential location of hydrogen atom in an off-
center position implies that when a vacancy captures a hy-

2.30 (2.26)

1.04

1.51 (1.37)

2.272.30

2.25

2.21 (2.20)

2.17

2.23

2.35 (2.26)

2.29 1.06

1.48
2.27

2.25

2.25

2.28

2.24

(a) (b)

FIG. 7. Lattice relaxation patterns around a hydrogen atom in
positions �a� BT and �b� T2 inside a vacancy. In case of BT con-
figuration only relaxation in the basal plane is shown. The marked
bonds are emphasized by thicker lines; other notation is like in Fig.
5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 8. �Color online� The distribution of electron density near a
vacancy in the �a� bulk supercell and in the V-H complex with H
atom located in �b� BT and �c� T2 positions. All figures show the
charge-density distribution in the basal plane containing the va-
cancy. In order to better specify the location of the empty lattice
site, its six neighbors in the basal plane are connected by bonds and,
additionally, three atoms immediately above the vacancy are shown
�also connected by bonds�. The coloring is such that the darker
shade means lower electron density. Also shown are the electron
charge-density isosurfaces near the vacant site; all correspond to the
density level of 0.3e− /Å3.
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drogen atom, there remains still plenty of room to accommo-
date more hydrogen. Hence, we have studied a situation,
where several hydrogen atoms are located inside one va-
cancy.

Where a second hydrogen atom is added to a vacancy, one
would wonder whether these two hydrogen atoms form a
chemically bound molecule. Our calculations demonstrate
that this does not happen. Indeed, when a hydrogen molecule
was positioned close to the center of the vacancy, it dissoci-
ated into two separate hydrogen atoms. As can be seen in
Fig. 9, the region of increased electronic density �chemical
bond� between hydrogen atoms, which is easily detectable at
the initial stages of relaxation, completely vanishes in the
final picture.

The vacancy volume encompasses three BT and two T2
positions, and hence one might expect up to five hydrogen
atoms to be accommodated inside a vacancy. According to
our calculations, this is indeed the case, though with the
increase in the number n of hydrogen atoms their binding
energies to the complex defined as

Eb
VHn = Ec

H + Ec
VHn−1 − Ec

VHn, �7�

where Ec
VHn is the configuration energy of VHn complex, fall

down. The configuration energies of VHn complexes and hy-
drogen binding energies are summarized in Table III. In
cases where the removal of a hydrogen atom from VHn com-
plex is possible from either of two nonequivalent positions,
the lowest binding energy is cited. Judging from the energy
gain point of view, hydrogen atoms occupy first of all the BT
positions and only afterwards the remaining T2 positions.

The accumulation of several hydrogen atoms in a vacancy
changes its relaxation pattern from slightly inward to pro-
nouncedly outward, as shown in Fig. 10 for VH5. It is inter-
esting, however, that the shifts of vacancy nearest-neighbor
atoms occur primarily within their own basal planes, whereas
deviations along the c axis remain within 0.02 Å even for
the biggest complex VH5.

The electron charge-density distributions around H ions in
complexes VHn are, like for V-H, asymmetric and shifted
from the vacant site �Fig. 11�. It can be also seen that the
increase in the number of hydrogen atoms in the vacancy is
accompanied with noticeable redistribution of electron
charge density outside the vacancy. In the case of VH5 the
size of the redistribution zone is comparable with the super-
cell size, which implies the interaction of the complex with
the images in the neighboring supercells. Due to this inter-
action, the 96-atomic supercell may not provide converged
predictions for the biggest VHn complexes and the quantita-
tive values obtained here for these complexes should be con-
sidered with certain caution.

2.42 (2.26)

2.25 (2.20)

2.31
2.40

2.10

1.87 (1.86)

FIG. 10. Lattice relaxation around the complex VH5. Notation
as in Fig. 5.

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a)

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� and �b� The close-to-initial and �c� and
�d� final states of ab initio relaxation of H2 molecule in a vacancy
�view along the c axis�. �a� and �c� show the initial and relaxed
atomic positions. Darker �red� big spheres depict Be atoms in the
basal plane of the vacancy, lighter �red� spheres depict atoms in the
basal plane below that of the vacancy, and smaller �blue� spheres
depict hydrogen atoms. Black points indicate supercell corners �big-
ger� and ideal lattice sites near the vacancy �smaller�. �b� and �d�
represent the corresponding distributions of electron charge density
in the basal plane containing the vacancy and isosurfaces of charge
density near the basal plane �at the level of 0.3e− /Å3�.

TABLE III. The calculated configurational energies of VHn �n
=2–5� complexes and hydrogen binding energies to the complex.

n Configuration Ec
VHn �eV� Eb

VHn �eV�

2 2 BT −1.39 1.08

2 BT+T2 −1.1 0.79

2 2T2 −1.07 0.93

3 3 BT −4.13 0.92

3 2 BT+T2 −3.98 0.77

4 3 BT+T2 −6.66 0.71

4 2 BT+2 T2 −6.34 0.54

5 3 BT+2 T2 −8.9 0.42

(a) (b)

FIG. 11. �Color online� The distribution of electron density near
complexes �a� VH3 and �b� VH5. The charge-density isosurfaces
correspond to 0.31e− /Å3. Also shown are the charge densities in the
basal planes containing the vacancies. In both figures the six va-
cancy neighbors are connected by bonds. In addition, �b� includes
three vacancy neighbors located in the plane above the vacancy
�these atoms are also connected by bonds�.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Several findings of the paper are worth discussing. Let us
address, first of all, the behavior of hydrogen dissolved in the
bulk. Even the lowest calculated heat of solution, �1.6 eV
in BT position, is quite large, even forgetting the additional
contribution from the zero-level hydrogen vibrations. On the
one hand, this agrees well with the results of Ref. 25, show-
ing that hydrogen has a very low solubility in beryllium. On
the other hand, the estimated heat of solution is noticeably
larger than both the earlier ab initio estimate of 0.8 eV �Ref.
10� and the often cited experimental value of 1 eV, as mea-
sured by Swansiger.22

The reasons for the discrepancy between our results and
the earlier computations are hard to clarify since neither hy-
drogen configuration energy nor hydrogen reference state are
cited in Ref. 10. But the experimental value is conspicuously
similar to one of the well-known hydrogen detrapping ener-
gies, as determined by TDS �see Sec. I�. This gives a strong
hint that the measured value corresponds not to hydrogen
dissolved in the matrix but rather to that trapped in vacan-
cies. Correspondingly, instead of Eq. �2�, the hydrogen solu-
bility in the matrix is given by

CS = CS0CV exp�− �Ēc
V-H − Ec

V − n̄Eref
H �/kBT� , �8�

where Ēc
V-H is the average configuration energy of vacancy-

hydrogen complexes and n̄ is the average number of hydro-
gen atoms in a vacancy. If the majority of such complexes
contains only one hydrogen atoms, then, taking the lowest
configuration energy of VH complex �1.51 eV; see Table II�,
we get Ēc

V-H−Ec
V−Eref

H �0.3 eV. In the case where VH2 com-
plexes dominate, the latter estimate falls down to 0.2 eV �see
Table III�. On the other hand, the domination of VH3 com-
plexes would require already 1.4 eV, so in the kinetic equi-
librium of beryllium samples with the hydrogen environment
one can hardly expect to charge a vacancy by more than two
hydrogen atoms, regardless of the fact that it is able to ac-
commodate up to five.

In other words, where the vacancies are created in a non-
thermal way �e.g., quenched in from higher temperatures�,
the heat of solution is very low ��0.2–0.3 eV�, which pro-
vides a possible explanation for the experimental observa-
tions of weak temperature dependence of hydrogen solubility
�e.g., in Ref. 22 at temperatures below 350 °C�. On the other
hand, the vacancy formation energy in Be, Ef

V�0.8 eV, is
sufficiently low to enable noticeable thermal vacancy con-
centrations at elevated temperatures. In the temperature
range where thermal vacancies dominate, the apparent heat
of hydrogen solution will include also the contribution from
the vacancy formation energy,

Us = Ēc
V-H − Ec

V − n̄Eref
H + Ef

V � 1 eV, �9�

in excellent agreement with the experimental value observed
in Ref. 22 in the high-temperature region �450–510 °C�.

The next interesting prediction from the current calcula-
tions is that the maximum binding energy of a hydrogen
atom with a vacancy is �1.3 eV, provided that the zero-
vibration contributions to hydrogen energy are omitted. The

earlier estimates predict somewhat higher value �1.62 eV
�Ref. 10��, but the largest part of the difference seems to be
due to the inclusion in Ref. 10 of zero-vibration contribution
to the hydrogen energy in the bulk �in our case this would
give the binding energy of �1.5 eV�. However, having in
mind that the center of vacancy is a well-pronounced maxi-
mum of hydrogen energy, one can expect that the hydrogen
potential surface profile in BT positions inside the vacancy is
not much different from that in BT position in the bulk. In
this case the zero-vibration contributions from these local
minima should largely compensate each other in the binding
energy calculation and so, in the absence of detailed calcu-
lations, it seems safer to omit the zero-vibration contribu-
tions to hydrogen-vacancy binding energies altogether.

In any case, the difference between the current and the
earlier predictions of H-V binding energy is not really large,
though it still might have implications for the interpretation
of TDS results. As already discussed in Sec. I, TDS experi-
ments indicate the presence of at least two types of deute-
rium traps in preimplanted beryllium. The detrapping energy
of 1 eV corresponds to a sharp desorption peak, which is
most probably associated with a unique trapping center,
whereas the relatively broad peak corresponding to detrap-
ping energies of 1.6–1.8 eV is usually assumed to be due to
a spectrum of trapping centers with similar trapping
efficiencies.11,27–29 In terms of these views, the binding en-
ergy value of Krimmel and Fähnle10 associates vacancy-
hydrogen complex with the broad peak. With the lower bind-
ing energy calculated in this work, it might be more
reasonable to associate vacancies containing one to two hy-
drogen atoms with the sharp peak. This would also agree
with the well-known fact that deuterium implanted in beryl-
lium can be retained in atomic and molecular forms,16 which,
according to both our results and earlier
considerations,11,13,14 corresponds to hydrogen capture in, re-
spectively, monovacancies and voids.

Finally, our calculations have demonstrated that several
�at least five� hydrogen atoms can be accommodated in a
monovacancy, which indicates that vacancies in beryllium
are efficient hydrogen traps. It should be mentioned that ac-
commodation of multiple hydrogen atoms in a vacancy is not
a specific feature of beryllium and has been earlier
observed50,51 and predicted by ab initio calculations52,53 in a
number of metals. The consequences of H-vacancy binding
are twofold. First of all, it stabilizes vacancies and can result
in an orders of magnitude increase in HV-complex concen-
trations as compared to the vacancy thermal equilibrium
ones. In turn, the superabundant vacancy formation provides
more trapping sites for H impurities, effectively increasing
the apparent H solubility. As a result, extremely high concen-
trations of hydrogen can be retained in Be.

Indeed, in an experiment where Be was charged with
atomic deuterium from a plasma source, deuterium concen-
trations of 5–7 at. % were reached26 instead of typical 1–10
appm for beryllium loaded in molecular hydrogen
environment.18 This result can be easily rationalized if we
replace in Eqs. �3� and �9� the reference hydrogen energy Eref

H

for molecular hydrogen with that for atomic one. The latter is
higher by half the dissociation energy of H2 molecule, which
is predicted by VASP code to be �4.6 eV �cf. experimental
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value of 4.75 eV �Ref. 54��, and the heat of atomic hydrogen
solution becomes exothermic. In this situation, the solubility
of hydrogen is limited only by the number of available va-
cancies. But, as discussed above, at sufficiently high tem-
peratures �740 K in case of Ref. 26�, where thermal vacan-
cies are produced easily, the vacancy stabilization by
hydrogen atoms makes accumulation of high vacancy con-
centrations quite a simple task. It is interesting to mention
that Sharapov et al.26 emphasized that in their experiment
hydrogen traps are produced during the saturation to high
deuterium levels and do not require additional sources �such
as radiation damage created by implantation�.

V. SUMMARY

The results of ab initio calculations of hydrogen atoms in
beryllium bulk and in a vacancy in Be allow us to make the
following conclusions:

�1� the most energetically favorable interstitial hydrogen
configuration is the basal tetrahedral �BT� one, with the cal-
culated heat of solution of 1.57 eV. Hydrogen atom in octa-
hedral �O� configuration is 0.2 eV less profitable. The ac-
count of zero-point vibrations of hydrogen in equilibrium
positions somewhat decreases the difference �to �0.14 eV�
but does not change the qualitative picture. Other high-
symmetry configurations are unstable and relax to either BT
or O, in agreement with the earlier ab initio predictions.10

�2� The most probable diffusion pathway of hydrogen in
the bulk involves consecutive jumps between nearby BT and
O interstitial positions with apparent migration barrier of
�0.38 eV.

�3� A hydrogen atom in a vacancy prefers an off-center
configuration close to BT position but shifted by �20% to-
ward the empty site. Additionally, hydrogen atoms have

metastable configurations close to tetrahedral positions
above and below the vacant site, which are �0.15 eV less
profitable than BT configurations. Position in the vacancy
center is an unstable equilibrium with rather high energy
��1.2 eV bigger than in BT�.

�4� At least five hydrogen atoms can be captured in a
vacancy with positive binding energies, though the binding
efficiency falls down with the increase in the number of hy-
drogen atoms in the vacancy.

�5� The often cited value of 1 eV for the hydrogen heat of
solution22 is interpreted here as that corresponding to hydro-
gen trapping in thermal vacancies rather than to its solution
in the bulk. Moreover, where vacancy concentration in the
sample is temperature independent, utterly weak temperature
dependence of hydrogen solubility is predicted, as in some
experimental observations.

�6� It is found that hydrogen solubility in Be is sensitive
to the type of gaseous environment during the sample charg-
ing, being endothermic for molecular hydrogen environment
but exothermic for the atomic one. This provides an expla-
nation of the experimentally observed several orders of mag-
nitude difference in hydrogen solubility in Be loaded in mo-
lecular and atomic hydrogen environments.
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